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Study Objective: To examine whether exposure to long working hours predicts various 

forms of sleep disturbance; short sleep, difficulty falling asleep, frequent waking, early 

waking and waking without feeling refreshed. 

Design: Prospective cohort study with two measurements of working hours (phase 3, 1991-

1994 and phase 5, 1997-1999) and two measurements of subjective sleep disturbances (phase 

5 and phase 7, 2002-2004).  

Setting: The Whitehall II study of British civil servants. 

Participants: Full time workers free of sleep disturbances at phase 5 and employed at phases 

5 and 7 (n=937-1594) or at phases 3, 5 and 7 (n=886-1510). 

Measurements and Results: After adjustment for covariates, working more than 55 hours a 

week on average compared with working 35-40 hours a week, was related to an increased risk 

of incident sleep disturbances; odds ratio (95% CI) 1.98 (1.05, 3.76) for shortened sleeping 

hours, 3.68 (1.58, 8.58) for difficulty falling asleep; and 1.98 (1.04, 3.77) for waking without 

feeling refreshed. Repeat exposure to long working hours was associated with odds ratio 

(95% CI) 3.24 (1.45, 7.27) for shortened sleep, 6.66 (2.64, 16.83) for difficulty falling asleep, 

and 2.23 (1.16, 4.31) for early morning awakenings. To a great extent similar results were 

obtained using working hours as a continuous variable. Multiple multivariate imputation of 

missing values supported the findings on shortened sleep and difficulty in falling asleep. 

Conclusion: Working long hours, especially if this continues for several years, appears to be 

a risk factor for the development of shortened sleeping hours and difficulty falling asleep. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Surveys suggest that 10% to 15% of adults suffer from chronic insomnia, and an additional 

25% to 35% have transient or occasional sleeping disturbances.1 There is also evidence to 

show that a great number of people work long hours.2 One hypothesis is that long working 

hours are an important risk factor for sleep disturbances.3 However, the aetiology behind sleep 

disturbances is complex and the evidence to support the status of long working hours as an 

independent risk factor for incident sleeping disturbances remains insufficient. 

 In cross-sectional analyses, long working hours have been associated with sleep 

disturbances in some studies4,5 but null findings have also been reported.6,7 Others have 

reported associations between long working hours and fatigue symptoms.8-10 Prospectively, 

only one study has reported that past history, but not present overtime, increased the risk of 

incident sleep disorder.11 However, earlier studies are limited by their cross-sectional 

assessment of working hours and sleep, working hours assessment based on only one point in 

time, or retrospective analysis.  

 The Whitehall II study of British civil servants enabled us to address many of these 

methodological limitations. First, a strength of the study is the opportunity to determine 

average working hours at two time points, over an interval of approximately 4 years and to 

take into account the influence of a range of covariates, such as workload, behavioral risk 

factors and health conditions.12-20 A further advantage is the possibility to assess incident 

sleep disturbances with baseline data on sleep at the time of the measurement of working 

hours and approximately 5 years later. As associations between working hours and sleep 

problems may be different depending on the type of problem, we focused on specific 

outcomes, such as short sleep, difficulty falling asleep, difficulty staying asleep, early waking 

and waking without feeling refreshed (i.e. feeling tired after normal amount of sleep).  
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METHODS 

Participants 

 The Whitehall II study sample recruitment (phase 1) took place between late 1985 

and early 1988 among all office staff, aged 35 to 55, from 20 London based Civil Service 

departments.21 The response rate was 73% (6895 men and 3413 women) and since recruitment  

there have been seven further data collection phases. As we examined the association between 

working hours and sleep disturbances using 3 designs the study comprises three separate 

samples: 1) for cross-sectional analyses, respondents with full time work and data on all 

covariates at phase 5 (the baseline for this study) when sleep disturbances were first examined 

(n = 2,436 to 2,459, depending on outcome); 2) for prospective analyses with working hours 

measured once, all baseline respondents who were employed at baseline and at follow-up and 

free from sleep disturbance at baseline (n = 937 to 1,594); and 3) for prospective analyses 

with working hours measured at two time points; all above mentioned participants who had 

repeated measurements on working hours from phases 3 and 5 (n = 886 to 1,510)(figure 1). 

Informed consent was gained from all participants. The University College London Medical 

School Committee on the Ethics of Human Research approved the protocol.  

 

Measures 

 Working hours were measured at phases 3 (1991-1994) and 5 (1997-1999), and sleep 

disturbances were measured at phases 5 and 7 (2002-2004). At phase 3, working hours were 

ascertained from the following question: "On an average weekday, approximately how many 

hours do you spend on the following activities: Work (daytime and work brought home)?" 

with response alternatives ranging from 1 to 12. At phase 5, working hours were ascertained 

from the following two questions: “How many hours do you work per average week in your 

main job, including work brought home?”, and (for participants with more than one job) 
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“How many hours do you work in an average week in your additional employment?” with 

response alternatives ranging from 0 to 100+ and 0 to 99, respectively. As there is no 

consensus regarding the definition of long working hours,14 we chose to follow a definition 

used in two recent studies showing an association between long working hours, poor sleep 

quality,22 and myocardial infarction.23 Thus the participants were divided into three groups: 1 

= 35-40 hours; 2 = 41-55 hours; and 3 = more than 55 hours per week. For the measurement 

of repeated or long-term exposure to long working hours, an average of the two time points 

was calculated and the participants were divided into three groups as described above. Further 

models with working hours entered as a continuous variable were also examined in order to 

asses whether the association between working hours and sleep disturbances was independent 

of the cut-points used. 

Duration of sleep was assessed by asking the number of hours of sleep on an average 

week night. Less than 7 hours was considered as short sleep, as relatively short sleepers have 

been found to have an increased risk of mortality.24,25 The Jenkins Scale26 was used to 

indicate how often the participants had experienced sleep disturbances during the past month. 

This scale includes four questions on ‘having trouble falling asleep’, ‘waking up several times 

per night’, ‘having trouble staying asleep’, ‘waking up after the usual amount of sleep feeling 

tired and worn out’ (i.e. waking without feeling refreshed); all items have a six-point response 

scale (1= not at all; 2= 1-3 days; 3=4-7 days; 4=8-14 days; 5=15-21 days; 6=22-31 days). 

Each category of sleep disturbance was dichotomized as 8 days or more versus less than 8 

days. In our data, this cut-off point (corresponding at least 2-3.5 times /week) was chosen to 

approximate the ICD-10 diagnosis (F51.0)27 and other guidelines to assess insomnia,28  in 

which chronic insomnia is detected if the frequency of complaint is more than 2-3 times or at 

least three times a week. 
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Covariates 

Sociodemographic factors, workload, behavioral factors and health conditions, found to be 

associated with sleep disturbances and/or working hours in previous research,12-20 were drawn 

from phase 5 and used as covariates in the analysis.12,13 Sociodemographics included sex, age, 

marital status (married/cohabited, single, divorced, or widowed), occupational grade level 

grouped into high (administrators, the top seven unified grades), middle (executives, 

professionals and technical staff) and low (clerical and office support staff), and education 

(post-graduate, graduate, higher secondary, lower secondary, and no academic qualifications). 

Psychological job demands, 29  were assessed at phase 5 using four questions: "Do you have to 

work very fast?"; "Do you have to work very intensively?"; "Do you have enough time to do 

everything?"; "Do different groups at work demand things from you that you think are hard to 

combine?".  Responses were given on a Likert scale of 1=“often” to 4=“never / almost never”. 

This scale (Cronbach’s α =0.70) was calculated as the mean of reversed item scores, and the 

mean score was expressed as a percentage of the theoretical maximum (range from 0–100). 

Following the cut-points defined in previous papers from the Whitehall II study,30 participants 

were classified as having low, intermediate, or high job demands.  

The (self-reported) health-related behaviors assessed were physical activity, alcohol 

consumption, and smoking. Body mass index (BMI, kg/m2), based on clinically assessed 

weight (in kg) and height (in m) according to standard guidelines, was used to classify 

individuals to the following five categories: 1 = BMI<18.5 kg/m2; 2 = 18.5-24.9; 3 = 25.0-

29.9; 4 = 30.0-34.9; 5 = ≥35.0.31 Twenty items were used to assess frequency and duration of 

participation in walking, cycling, sports, gardening, housework, home maintenance, and other 

activities. Frequency and duration of each activity were combined to compute hours per week 

of physical activity and a compendium of activity energy costs was then used to assign each 

of the 20 physical activities assessed a metabolic equivalent.32  High, moderate and low levels 

of physical activity were defined based on energy utilization as previously.32 Alcohol 
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consumption was classified as up to 14 units/week for women and 21 units/week for men, and 

>14 units for women and >21 units for men.33 Smoking was assessed by a single question on 

whether the respondent was a current smoker or not. 

Chronic physical disease was identified when at least one of the following conditions 

was present: 1) the participant reported any longstanding illnesses, diseases or medical 

conditions for which he/she had sought treatment in the last 12 months before the survey; 2) 

the participant had coronary heart disease (CHD) at Phase 5 as previously defined30; 3) the 

participant had hypertension (systolic blood pressure>140 mmHg and diastolic blood 

pressure>90 mmHg or on antihypertensive treatment).30   

  

Statistical Analysis 

Differences in the covariates between the normal working hours and very long working hours 

at phase 5 were analyzed with the use of chi-square tests. Binary logistic regression analyses 

were used to calculate the odds ratios and their 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for prevalent 

and incident sleep disturbances. We examined cross-sectional associations between working 

hours and sleep disturbances among all full-time employed participants at phase 5. In 

subsequent analyses only cases with no sleep disturbances at phase 5 were included to 

examine incident sleep disturbances at phase 7. First, we examined whether working hours 

measured at one time point (phase 5) predicted incident sleep disturbances at phase 7. Second, 

we examined whether working hours measured at two time points (phase 3 and phase 5) 

predicted incident sleep disturbances at phase 7. In order to examine linear trend in the 

association between working hours and sleep disturbances, we repeated the analysis treating 

working hours as a continuous variable and expressed as the effect per 10-hour increase in 

weekly working hours. We adjusted the analyses for covariates in a stepwise fashion; the first 

model was adjusted for socio-demographic factors (model I), model I was then adjusted for 

physical health (model II) and then for health behaviors and body mass index (model III) and 
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finally model III was also adjusted for job demands (model IV). The stepwise adjustment may 

allow us to assess the role of the covariates in the association between long working hours and 

sleep disturbances. 

 To explore potential bias due to missing data we undertook a sensitivity analysis in 

which we used multiple multivariate imputation34 using working hours, all covariates, and 

sleep disturbance variables to impute values for missing values in any variables with some 

missing data, amongst all 3,664 eligible participants at baseline. We used switching 

regression in Stata as described by Royston,34 and carried out 20 cycles of regression 

switching and generated 20 imputation datasets. The multiple multivariate imputation 

approach creates a number of copies of the data (in this case 20 copies), each of which has 

values that are missing imputed with an appropriate level of randomness using chained 

equations. The estimates are obtained by averaging across the results from each of these 20 

datasets using Rubin’s rules.34 The procedure takes account of uncertainty in the imputation 

as well as uncertainty due to random variation, as undertaken in all multivariable analyses. 

 We used SAS statistical software, version 9.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) for all 

analyses, except the missing-data analysis which was carried out using STATA 9.0 statistical 

software. 

 

RESULTS 

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the participants according to their weekly working hours 

at phase 5. When compared with normal working hours, long working hours were more 

common in men, among those married or cohabiting, and those with high occupational 

grades, higher education, and job demands.  

 Table 2 presents cross-sectional associations between working hours and sleep 

disturbances at phase 5. In analyses adjusted for sex, marital status, occupational grade, and 

education, long (>55/week) working hours were related to an odds ratio of 2.63 for short sleep 
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compared to normal working hours. The effect was slightly attenuated after adjustment for job 

demands. The result was replicated when working hours were entered into the models as a 

continuous variable: each extra 10 working hours per week increased the likelihood of short 

sleep by about 50%. We also found that working 41-55 hours per week, when compared to 

normal working hours, was related to a 35% greater likelihood of waking without feeling 

refreshed. We also found a linear association between working hours and waking without 

feeling refreshed, showing a 19% increase in risk per 10-hour increase in hours of work.  

In cross-sectional analysis, several baseline covariates were associated with sleep 

disturbances. Short sleep was associated with, older age, female sex, lower occupational 

grade, higher BMI, moderate physical activity, and high job demands. Difficulty falling 

asleep was associated with female sex, smoking and prevalent chronic disease. Frequent 

waking during the night was associated with age, female sex, prevalent chronic disease, heavy 

alcohol use, moderate physical activity, and high job demands. Early waking was associated 

with female sex, lower education, prevalent chronic disease, smoking, heavy alcohol use, and 

high job demands. Waking without feeling refreshed was associated with female sex, higher 

BMI, prevalent chronic disease, and high job demands. (Results not shown but available from 

authors). 

Table 3 shows working hours at phase 5 as a predictor of incident sleep disturbances 

at phase 7. When compared to normal working hours, working more than 55 hours a week 

was related to an odds ratio of 1.98 for incident short sleep, 3.68 for difficulty in falling 

asleep, and 1.98 for waking without feeling refreshed. Adjustment for covariates, especially 

job demands, attenuated these associations, except that for difficulty in falling asleep (final 

OR 4.12). When working hours was entered into the models as a continuous variable, a 

significant association was found with incident short sleep (OR 1.37), difficulty in falling 

asleep (OR 1.52), early waking (OR 1.23), and waking without feeling refreshed (OR 1.28). 

Of these, the association with short sleep and difficulty in falling asleep remained robust to 
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adjustment for all covariates. Imputed analyses replicated the findings with regard to the 

association between the categorical and linear measure of working hours and difficulty in 

falling asleep, and with the linear (but not categorical) measure of working hours and early 

waking. Furthermore, an association between the categorical measure of working hours and 

early waking, which was not found in the original analysis, emerged in the imputed analysis 

(p-value 0.026). The association between working hours and incident waking without feeling 

refreshed was not replicated in the imputed data. 

Among participants with no sleep disturbances at baseline, several baseline 

covariates predicted incident sleep outcomes at follow-up: female sex, lower occupational 

grade, heavy alcohol use (decreased risk), higher BMI, and high job demands (p=0.064) 

predicted shortened sleep;  female sex and prevalent chronic disease predicted difficulty in 

falling asleep; higher occupational grade and higher BMI predicted frequent waking during 

the night; female sex and prevalent chronic disease predicted early waking; and younger age 

and female sex predicted waking without feeling refreshed. All sleep disturbances were more 

common in women, except  frequent waking during the night which was equally common in 

both sexes (results not shown but available from authors).  

 Table 4 displays results for working hours measured at two time points (phase 3 and 

5) as a predictor of incident sleep disturbances at phase 7. When compared with normal 

working hours, long working hours were associated with an odds ratio of 3.24 for shortened 

sleep among those who previously slept at least 7 hours per night, an odds ratio of 6.66 for 

difficulty in falling asleep, and 2.23 for early waking. When working hours were fitted into 

the models as a continuous variable, significant associations were found with shortened sleep 

(OR 1.64) and difficulty in falling asleep (OR 1.92). All these associations were attenuated to 

a certain degree after final adjustment for the covariates but they remained statistically 

significant. 

 Table 5 summarizes the results of the associations between long working hours and 
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incident sleep disturbances in the observed sample compared to the imputed sample. The most 

consistent evidence for the effects of working hours was found for difficulty in falling asleep. 

The evidence also indicates that repeat exposure to long working hours predicts shortened 

sleep. The associations with early morning wakening and waking without feeling refreshed 

were less consistent. Our findings indicate no association between long working hours and 

frequent waking during the night.  

 

DISCUSSION 

We examined long working hours as a predictor of disturbed sleep in a large occupational 

cohort of British civil servants. We found that working hours of more than 55 hours per week 

predicted incident sleep disturbances among employees free from such disturbance at 

baseline. The effects were slightly stronger for working hours measured repeatedly than at 

only one point in time suggesting a dose-response association between long work hours, 

incident shortened sleep and difficulty in falling asleep (i.e. sleep-onset insomnia). We 

repeated all the analyses with working hours treated as a continuous variable and with 

datasets in which missing values were imputed. The results on long working hours and 

shortened sleep and difficulty in falling asleep were robust and not totally explained by 

known risk factors such as health behaviors or health status. However, adjustments suggested 

that high job demands may partially explain the association between long working hours and 

sleep disturbances. To our knowledge, this is the first prospective cohort study to examine the 

association between repeat exposure, i.e. long working hours measured at two time points, 

and subsequent sleep disturbances, independently of known risk factors.  

A plausible causal pathway between long working hours and sleep disturbances may 

be poor recovery after work due to a lack of leisure time. At the end of a day at work, a 

certain time may be needed for recovery as a natural consequence of the fatigue resulting 

from efforts expended at work. Recovery after work may not only include sleep but also 
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relaxation, such as spending time with family members and friends, resting, or reading. 

Relaxation has been recognized as an important prerequisite in the prevention of sleep-onset 

insomnia.35 As long working hours have been found to be associated with increased need of 

recovery after work,36 these employees would actually need more time to recover than 

workers with workdays of normal length. In our study, high job demands attenuated, but did 

not fully explain, the associations between long working hours and sleep disturbances. 

Indeed, adjustment for job demands might lead to overcontrolling because high demands and 

long hours may represent two indicators of the same stressful work environment rather than 

two distinct risk factors. 

Our findings correspond with earlier research suggesting an association between long 

working hours and sleeping problems.2,4-7,11 As most of the earlier research has been cross-

sectional, the temporal order between long working hours and sleep disturbances was 

unknown. Some studies have reported null findings.6,7 In our study, cross-sectional 

associations were found for short sleep and waking without feeling refreshed but not for 

difficulty in falling asleep and early waking, for which prospective associations were found. It 

is possible that some employees have been forced to shorten their working hours because of 

sleeping problems and this may have diluted the associations in cross-sectional analysis.   

At least two previous studies have examined working hours and sleep disturbances 

longitudinally. Ribet and Derriennic11 followed middle-aged French employees for five years 

and found that long working hours at baseline did not predict incident sleep disorders. 

However, participants who reported that they had worked overtime at some time in the past, 

but not at the time of the baseline survey, were at an increased risk of sleep disorder. A four-

year follow-up of Japanese manufacturing workers showed an association between increased 

overtime work and increased symptoms of fatigue assessed with the 36-item Short Form 

Medical Outcomes Survey (SF-36) vitality scale.10 However, that study had overlapping 

measurements of increase in fatigue and working hours. A strength of our study was the 
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possibility to use non-overlapping measurements of working hours and sleep disturbances. 

Furthermore, examination of five distinct measures of sleep disturbances offered us the 

opportunity to consider whether long working hours are uniformly associated with sleep 

disturbances. This was not the case and the strongest effect was found for sleep-onset 

insomnia, with even stronger evidence generated by repeated or prolonged exposure to long 

working hours as opposed to working hours measured at one time point only.  

Even though insomnia symptoms are associated with physical illnesses, insomnia has 

been shown to be a symptom of a psychological disorder 10 times more often than a physical 

illness.37,38 The most common diagnoses to which insomnia symptoms are related are the 

mood-, anxiety-, and substance-related disorders.38 In addition, some studies have shown an 

association between long working hours and mental ill health or fatigue symptoms.8-10,16 

Because insomnia is a major symptom in depressive and anxiety disorders we cannot exclude 

the possibility that the insomnia complaints in our study reflect symptoms of these disorders. 

Assessment of co-morbidity between sleep disturbances and incidence of psychiatric 

disorders was beyond the scope of this study and should be considered as an important topic 

for future research. Further research should also clarify whether long working hours predict 

primary insomnia or organic sleep disorders such as somatic disease or sleep apnoea, or 

whether insomnia is mainly a symptom of a mental disorder. 

In our study, little evidence was found for the relationship between long working 

hours and “frequent waking during the night” or “waking without feeling refreshed”. 

Behavioral, psychiatric and circadian disorders have been associated with trouble falling 

asleep and early awakening, whereas primary sleep disorders (such as sleep apnoea) and other 

medical conditions have been more closely associated with frequent waking during the night 

and waking without feeling refreshed. 35,37,39  Although long working hours was not related to 

chronic physical disease in our study and there is little evidence of that association in earlier 

studies,12-13  it is still possible that the association between long working hours and sleep 
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complaints is partially accounted for by behavioral correlates (e.g. caffeine and alcohol) and 

co-morbid organic disorders. We controlled for the effects of several confounding or 

mediating factors (body mass index, smoking, alcohol use, socio-demographic factors, 

longstanding illnesses and job demands), but could not differentiate between sleep 

disturbances resulting from non-organic insomnia and those related to organic sleep disorders, 

such as periodic limb movements, restless legs syndrome or narcolepsy.40 However, the 

significant associations remained after we controlled for high body mass index, which is a 

correlate of obstructive sleep apnoea. Measurements of organic sleep disorders would be 

needed in the future to further investigate these issues. 

The interpretation of our results must take into account the reliability of self-reports 

of working hours and sleep disturbances. In the analyses using working hours measured at 

two time points, the phase-3 assessment was daily hours for weekdays while the phase-5 

assessment included average number of work hours for the entire week, including weekends. 

Therefore the averaged measurement across these two time points cannot be considered as 

accurate as if exactly the same measures had been used at both phases. The strength of our 

design is, however, that the exposure and onset new sleep disorder were measured at different 

times; thus the potential for reversed causality was minimized. 

We modeled socio-demographic, behavioral and biological covariates as time 

independent. This should be acknowledged as a potential limitation as it does not take into 

account the impact of possible changes in these factors on the risk of incident sleep 

disturbances. This may be a relevant question to address in future studies. Another issue 

involves potential bias arising from the fact that a relatively large proportion of participants 

had missing data and were excluded from the main analysis. However, similarity of the 

associations in the complete case analysis and multiple multivariate imputation analysis 

suggests that loss due to missing values is an unlikely source of major bias in this study.  

 In summary, this study indicates that long working hours predict onset of new sleep 
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disturbances in a cohort of middle-aged employees, in particular sleep-onset insomnia and 

shortened sleep. Sleep disturbances can have a significant negative effect on an individual’s 

quality of life, and the consequences associated with sleeping disturbances are serious 

including, for example, a higher risk of accidents due to fatigue, increased risk of all-cause 

mortality, cardiovascular diseases and mental disorders, increased sickness absence rates and 

substantial medical care costs.25,41-45 The findings of the present study suggest that continued 

overtime work should be recognized as an independent risk factor for the development of 

sleep disturbances. 
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 Table 1−Characteristics of the participants by weekly working hours at phase 5. 

  Working hours at phase 5 

Characteristics All 35-40 41-55 > 55 p-value* 

Age (years), Mean (S.D.) 52.2 (4.2) 52.6 (4.5) 51.8 (3.9) 52.5 (4.3) 0.588 

Sex, n (%)     <.001 
   Men 1,872 (76) 680 (71) 1,011 

(78) 
181 (84)  

   Women 598 (24) 282 (29) 281 (22) 35 (16)  

Marital status, n (%)     <.001 
   Married/cohabited 1,930 (78) 698 (73) 1,049 (81) 183 (85)  
   Non-married/cohabited 540 (22) 264 (27) 243 (19) 33 (15)  

Occupational grade level, n (%)      <.001 
   High 1,177 (48) 264 (27) 749 (58) 164 (76)  
   Middle 1,075 (44) 562 (58) 465 (36) 48 (22)  
   Low 218 (9) 136 (14) 78 (6) 4 (2)  

Educational level, n (%)     <.001 
   I  Post-graduate 425 (17) 116 (12) 254 (20) 55 (25)  
   II Graduate 628 (25) 226 (23) 340 (26) 62 (29)  
   III Higher secondary 711 (29) 275 (29) 372 (29) 64 (30)  
   IV Lower secondary 541 (22) 259 (27) 254 (20) 28 (13)  
   V No academic qualifications 165 (7) 86 (9) 72 (6) 7 (3)  

Physical disease, n (%)     .567 
   No 1,292 (52) 487 (51) 691 (53) 114 (53)  
   Yes 1,178 (48) 475 (49) 601 (47) 102 (47)  

Body mass index (kg/m
2
), n (%)     .148 

  < 18.5 15 (1) 6 (1) 9 (1) 0 (0)  
   18.5 < 25.0 1,031 (42) 436 (45) 513 (40) 82 (38)  

≥ 25.0 < 30.0 1,088 (44) 402 (42) 582 (45) 104 (48)  
≥ 30.0 < 35.0 274 (11) 90 (9) 156 (12) 28 (13)  
≥ 35.0 62 (3) 28 (3) 32 (2) 2 (1)  

Exercise level, n (%)     .493 
High 1,183 (48) 412 (43) 671 (52) 100 (46)  
Intermediate 885 (36) 368 (38) 441 (34) 76 (35)  
Low 402 (16) 182 (19) 180 (14) 40 (19)  

Alcohol use (units/week), n (%)     .064 
   0-14 (women) / -21 (men) 1,822 (74) 739 (77) 930 (72) 153 (71)  

> 14 / 21 648 (26) 223 (23) 362 (28) 63 (29)  

Smoking, n (%)     .608 
   No 2,214 (90) 857 (89) 1162 (90) 195 (90)  
   Yes 256 (10) 105 (11) 130 (10) 21 (10)  

Job demands, n (%)     <.001 
   Low 389 (16) 241 (25) 141 (11) 7 (3)  
   Intermediate 1,102 (45) 499 (52) 543 (42) 60 (28)  
   High 979 (40) 222 (23) 608 (47) 149 (69)  

*p-value for difference between 35-40 hours' and >55 hours' working groups 
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Table 2−Cross-sectional associations between weekly working hours and prevalent sleep disturbances at phase 5. 

Phase 5 Short sleep (<7 hours) 

 
Mean working 
hours  

N / n of cases (%) Model I OR 
(95% CI)a 

Model II OR 
(95% CI)b 

Model III OR 
(95% CI) c 

Model IV OR 
(95% CI)d 

35-40 958 / 407 (42.5) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 1,287 / 622 (48.3) 1.52 (1.27-1.82) 1.52 (1.27-1.83) 1.51 (1.26-1.81) 1.39 (1.16-1.68) 

> 55 214 / 128 (59.8) 2.63 (1.92-3.62) 2.64 (1.92-3.63) 2.63 (1.91-3.63) 2.25 (1.62-3.12)  

Linear trende 2,459 / 1,157 1.50 (1.34-1.69) 1.50 (1.34-1.69) 1.50 (1.33-1.68) 1.39 (1.24-1.57) 

 Difficulty in falling asleep 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI) c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 952 / 64 (6.7) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 1,282 / 88 (6.9) 1.26 (0.89-1.80) 1.27 (0.89-1.81) 1.24 (0.87-1.77) 1.13 (0.78-1.64) 

> 55 215 / 13 (6.1) 1.28 (0.67-2.44) 1.26 (0.66-2.41) 1.28 (0.67-2.46) 1.06 (0.54-2.06) 

Linear trende 2,449 / 165 1.17 (0.97-1.42) 1.16 (0.96-1.41) 1.17 (0.96-1.42) 1.09 (0.88-1.34) 

 Frequent waking 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI)c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 951 / 265 (27.9) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 1,272 / 335 (26.3) 1.00 (0.82-1.22) 1.00 (0.82-1.23) 1.00 (0.82-1.22) 0.93 (0.76-1.15) 

> 55 213 / 57 (26.8) 1.03 (0.73-1.46) 1.03 (0.72-1.46) 1.03 (0.72-1.47) 0.89 (0.62-1.28) 

Linear trende 2,436 / 657 1.00 (0.89-1.12) 0.99 (0.88-1.12) 0.99 (0.88-1.12) 0.93 (0.82-1.06) 

 Early waking 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI)c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 948 / 170 (17.9) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 1,279 / 261 (20.4) 1.30 (1.04-1.63) 1.31 (1.04-1.64) 1.31 (1.04-1.64) 1.21 (0.96-1.53) 

> 55 213 / 44 (20.7) 1.40 (0.95-2.06) 1.40 (0.94-2.06) 1.41 (0.95-2.08) 1.20 (0.81-1.80) 

Linear trende 2,440 / 475 1.10 (0.96-1.24) 1.09 (0.96-1.24) 1.10 (0.96-1.24) 1.02 (0.89-1.17) 

 Waking without feeling refreshed 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI)c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 949 / 174 (18.3) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 1,282 / 269 (21.0) 1.35 (1.07-1.69) 1.36 (1.08-1.71) 1.33 (1.06-1.67) 1.19 (0.94-1.50) 

> 55 214 / 42 (19.6) 1.37 (0.93-2.04) 1.37 (0.92-2.04) 1.35 (0.91-2.01) 1.06 (0.70-1.60) 

Linear trende 2,445 / 485 1.19 (1.05-1.35) 1.19 (1.05-1.35) 1.18 (1.04-1.34) 1.08 (0.94-1.23) 
a Model I: Adjusted for age, sex, marital status, occupational grade, and education 
bModel II: Adjusted for Model I + chronic illness 
c Model III: Adjusted for Model I + exercise level, body mass index, smoking, and alcohol use. 
d Model IV: Adjusted for Model I, II, III, and job demands. 
eWorking hours entered into the model as a continuous variable (per 10-hour increase). 
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Table 3−Longitudinal associations of mean weekly working hours at phase 5 with incident sleep 
disturbances at phase 7. 

 Short sleep (<7 hours) 

Phase 5 
mean working 
hours  

N / n of cases (%) Model I OR 
(95% CI)a 

Model II OR 
(95% CI)b 

Model III OR 
(95% CI) c 

Model IV OR 
(95% CI)d 

35-40 386 / 78 (20.2) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 489 / 102 (20.9) 1.09 (0.76-1.57) 1.09 (0.76-1.57) 1.06 (0.73-1.53) 1.02 (0.70-1.49) 

> 55 62 / 19 (30.7) 1.98 (1.05-3.76) 1.99 (1.05-3.77) 1.86 (0.97-3.56) 1.76 (0.90-3.45) 

Linear trende 937 / 199 1.37 (1.08-1.74) 1.37 (1.08-1.74) 1.33 (1.04-1.69) 1.30 (1.01-1.68) 

 Difficulty in falling asleep 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI) c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 593 / 21 (3.5) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 856 / 34 (4.0) 1.58 (0.88-2.82) 1.63 (0.91-2.93) 1.58 (0.88-2.84) 1.69 (0.92-3.08) 

> 55 145 / 10 (6.9) 3.68 (1.58-8.58) 3.82 (1.63-8.97) 3.65 (1.55-8.56) 4.12 (1.71-9.94) 

Linear trende 1,594 / 65 1.52 (1.19-1.95) 1.54 (1.20-1.98) 1.53 (1.19-1.96) 1.57 (1.22-2.03) 

 Frequent waking 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI)c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 474 / 104 (21.9) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 686 / 148 (21.6) 0.94 (0.69-1.27) 0.94 (0.69-1.27) 0.92 (0.67-1.25) 0.87 (0.63-1.20) 

> 55 111 / 23 (20.7) 0.86 (0.50-1.46) 0.85 (0.50-1.45) 0.83 (0.48-1.42) 0.77 (0.45-1.33) 

Linear trende 1,271 / 275 1.02 (0.85-1.22) 1.01 (0.85-1.21) 1.00 (0.84-1.20) 0.97 (0.80-1.18) 

 Early waking 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI)c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 522 / 74 (14.2) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 741 / 101 (13.6) 1.04 (0.73-1.46) 1.06 (0.75-1.50) 1.05 (0.74-1.48) 1.01 (0.70-1.45) 

> 55 123 / 23 (18.7) 1.58 (0.91-2.73) 1.60 (0.92-2.79) 1.55 (0.89-2.70) 1.44 (0.81-2.54) 

Linear trende 1,386 / 198 1.23 (1.02-1.47) 1.24 (1.03-1.48) 1.22 (1.02-1.46) 1.19 (0.99-1.45) 

 Waking without feeling refreshed 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI)c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 518 / 52 (10.0) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 728 / 72 (9.9) 1.14 (0.76-1.72) 1.15 (0.77-1.73) 1.14 (0.75-1.72) 1.09 (0.72-1.67) 

> 55 126 / 17 (13.5) 1.98 (1.04-3.77) 1.99 (1.05-3.79) 1.94 (1.01-3.73) 1.82 (0.93-3.54) 

Linear trende 1,372 / 141 1.28 (1.03-1.59) 1.29 (1.04-1.60) 1.27 (1.02-1.58) 1.24 (0.99-1.56) 
a Model I: Adjusted for age, sex, marital status, occupational grade, and education 
bModel II: Adjusted for Model I + chronic illness 
c Model III: Adjusted for Model I + exercise level, body mass index, smoking, and alcohol use. 
d Model IV: Adjusted for Model I, II, III, and job demands. 
eWorking hours entered into the model as a continuous variable (per 10-hour increase). 
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Table 4−Longitudinal associations of repeated measures of mean weekly working hours at phases 3 and 5 with incident 
sleep disturbances at phase 7. 

 Short sleep (<7 hours) 

Phase 3 and 5 
mean working 
hours  

N / n of cases (%) Model I OR  
(95% CI)a 

Model II OR 
(95% CI)b 

Model III OR 
(95% CI) c 

Model IV OR 
(95% CI)d 

35-40 325 / 58 (17.9) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 525 / 122 (23.2) 1.64 (1.11-2.41) 1.64 (1.11-2.41) 1.62 (1.09-2.41) 1.55 (1.03-2.33) 

> 55 36 / 12 (33.3) 3.24 (1.45-7.27) 3.26 (1.46-7.31) 2.97 (1.30-6.77) 2.80 (1.20-6.53) 

Linear trende 886 / 192 1.64 (1.21-2.23) 1.64 (1.21-2.23) 1.60 (1.17-2.19) 1.56 (1.13-2.16) 

 Difficulty in falling asleep 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI) c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 488 / 18 (3.7) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 937 / 37 (4.0) 1.63 (0.88-3.00) 1.67 (0.90-3.09) 1.62 (0.87-3.01) 1.72 (0.91-3.25) 

> 55 85 / 9 (10.6) 6.66 (2.64-16.83) 7.24 (2.82-18.54) 6.82 (2.66-17.48) 7.94 (2.97-21.25) 

Linear trende 1,510 / 64 1.92 (1.31-2.82) 1.97 (1.33-2.91) 1.94 (1.32-2.86) 2.06 (1.37-3.08) 

 Frequent waking 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI)c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 390 / 80 (20.5) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 750 / 166 (22.1) 1.08 (0.78-1.49) 1.08 (0.78-1.49) 1.04 (0.75-1.44) 0.99 (0.71-1.39) 

> 55 63 / 15 (23.8) 1.17 (0.60-2.25) 1.16 (0.60-2.25) 1.10 (0.57-2.13) 1.04 (0.53-2.03) 

Linear trende 1,203 / 261 1.05 (0.83-1.34) 1.05 (0.82-1.33) 1.02 (0.80-1.31) 0.99 (0.77-1.28) 

 Early waking 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI)c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 419 / 55 (13.1) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 819 / 118 (14.4) 1.26 (0.87-1.82) 1.26 (0.87-1.82) 1.28 (0.88-1.85) 1.22 (0.83-1.80) 

> 55 74 / 16 (21.6) 2.23 (1.16-4.31) 2.30 (1.19-4.46) 2.16 (1.11-4.19) 2.03 (1.03-4.02) 

Linear trende 1,312 / 189 1.26 (0.97-1.63) 1.26 (0.97-1.64) 1.25 (0.97-1.62) 1.20 (0.92-1.58) 

 Waking without feeling refreshed 

 N / n of cases (%) OR (95% CI)a OR (95% CI) b OR (95% CI)c OR (95% CI) d 

35-40 424 / 39 (9.2) 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

41-55 800 / 87 (10.9) 1.48 (0.96-2.28) 1.48 (0.96-2.28) 1.49 (0.96-2.31) 1.41 (0.90-2.21) 

> 55 75 / 8 (10.7) 1.85 (0.79-4.34) 1.87 (0.80-4.39) 1.84 (0.78-4.35) 1.71 (0.71-4.09) 

Linear trende 1,299 / 134 1.33 (0.98-1.81) 1.33 (0.97-1.81) 1.33 (0.98-1.82) 1.28 (0.93-1.77) 
a Model I: Adjusted for age, sex, marital status, occupational grade, and education 
bModel II: Adjusted for Model I + chronic illness 
c Model III: Adjusted for Model I + exercise level, body mass index, smoking, and alcohol use. 
d Model IV: Adjusted for Model I, II, III, and job demands. 
eWorking hours entered into the model as a continuous variable (per 10-hour increase). 
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Table 5. Summary of the results from the longitudinal analyses of the association between long working hours and sleep disturbances 

Incident sleep disturbance Single exposure Repeat exposure 

outcome Categorical variable  Continuous variable  Categorical variable  Continuous variable 

 Observed Imputed  Observed Imputed  Observed Imputed  Observed Imputed 

Shortened sleep + 0  + 0  + +  + + 

Difficulty in falling asleep + +  + +  + +  + + 

Frequent waking during the night 0 0  0 0  0 0  0 0 

Early waking 0 +  + +  + +a  0 0 

Waking without feeling refreshed + 0  + 0  0 0  0 0 

 Note. + = positive association between long working hours and sleep disturbance (Model I) 
           0 = no association between long working hours and sleep disturbance (Model I) 
a 
P-value=0.052 
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Figure 1. Sample selection procedure.  
 
 
 
      Exclusions 
 

 

 

Respondent at baseline (phase 5) 
n= 7,830 
 

Full-time employee at baseline 
n=3,664 

Missing data on employment 
status (n=9) 
Not employed (n=2,819) 
Working hours missing 
(n=586) 
Part-time job (n=752) 

Missing data on 
Covariates (n=1,194) 
Outcome 1a  (n=11)/ 
Outcome 2 a  (n=21)/ 
Outcome 3 a  (n=34)/ 
Outcome 4 a  (n=30)/ 
Outcome 5 a  (n=25) 

 

At follow-up 
 Non-respondent (n=200 / 

n=198 / n=197 / n=197 / 
n=197) 
Not employed (n=534 / 
n=530 / n=530 / n=530 / 
n= 531)  
Baseline case in outcome 
(n=777 / n=111 / n=424 / 
n=310 / n=329) 
Missing data on follow-up 
outcome (n=11 / n=16 / 
n=14 / n=17 / n=16) 

Cross-sectional analysis sample  
(n=2,459/ 2,449/ 2,436/ 2,440/ 
2,445 for Outcomes 1 to 5) 

Longitudinal analysis sample 
(phase 5 and phase 7) 
(n=937/ 1,594/ 1,271/ 1,386/ 
1,372 for Outcomes 1 to 5) 

Missing repeat data on 
working hours (n=51 / n=84 / 
n=68 / n=74 / n=73) 
 

Repeat longitudinal analysis 
sample (phases 3, 5 and 7) 
(n=886/ 1,510/ 1,203/ 1,312/ 
1,299 for Outcomes 1 to 5) 

a Outcome 1= short sleep; outcome 2= difficulty in falling asleep; outcome 3= frequent waking during the night; 
outcome 4= early waking; outcome 5= waking without feeling refreshed. 
 


